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By Terri Talley Venters

CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 224 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.5in.Silver Lining The epic conclusion to the
Carbon Copy trilogy Silver Lining is the much anticipated conclusion to the Carbon Copy trilogy.
Silver Lining picks up where Tin Roof, the sequel to Carbon Copy, leaves off. Lilly Allen and Grier
Garrison are bound for Scotland and their new lives at Castle Garrison on the Isle of Skye. Lilly and
Grier, now the new Marquis of Garrison, plan their lavish wedding which will make Lilly a
Marchioness! But first, Grier wants to rescue all the clones and bring them to the safety and
freedom of his castle and tenant farms. Silver Lining is full of surprises, discoveries, new romances,
and a few switcheroos. Before they can even leave for Scotland, Griers father, Dr. Michael Garrison,
drops a bomb which could keep Grier and Lilly apart. Before this is resolved, Lilly sneaks in a few
passionate kisses with her beloved cameraman, Joe. Lilly is tormented with indecision between the
two loves of her lifeGrier and Joe. Who will she choose This item ships from La Vergne,TN.
Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

This sort of publication is every thing and helped me seeking ahead of time plus more. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I
found out this pdf from my dad and i recommended this pdf to learn.
-- Alex  Jenkins-- Alex  Jenkins

It is really an awesome pdf that I actually have actually study. It really is basic but excitement from the 50 % of the publication. I am delighted to inform
you that here is the greatest book i have read through within my individual existence and can be he finest publication for actually.
-- Mr s. Ya sm ine Cr ona-- Mr s. Ya sm ine Cr ona
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